Design and Technology
circuits
Prior Learning
In Year 4 the children carried out a DT unit
that involved using simple electronics. They
explored switches and circuits and
incorporated these into a product.
The children can:
Explore simple products by disassembling
them and embarking on research as to what
products are currently on the market and they
have understood the need to speak to the
target audience to understand what the
consumer needs.
Create mood boards and simple diagrams
such as an exploding diagram. In their
previous Year 5 unit they will have
experienced cross sectional drawings.

Year 5
Switches and circuits in the world

Electronics-More complex switches and
More complex circuits such as a parallel
circuits has two or more paths for
current to flow through. This means
different components can be controlled
separately e.g. a light bulb can be off,
while a buzzer sounds.

Key Vocabulary
Open switch:when a switch is positioned so
electricity cannot flow through it.
Closed Switch: when a switch is positioned
so electricity can flow through it.
Normally open:The term used to describe
when a switch is in the off position i.e. the
switch is open and not electricity can flow
through.
Normally closed:The term used to describe
when a switch is in the on position.
Computer control input:when a switch ( micro
switch) sends a signal to a computer control
box to activate a sequence of events
e.g.alarm sounding.
Input device:components used to control an
electrical circuit e.g. switch.
Output device: components that produce an
output e.g. bulbs, buzzers

Intended Outcomes
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

To identify how control programs
may be used to control electrical
systems.
To explain what the steps to a
control program may be.
To explore parallel circuits and
contrast to those in series.
Use ICT to program a set of
instructions to control a device
and represent this with a
flowchart.
To design and make a product
that includes control technology
and produce a programmed
sequence of steps.
To use appropriate techniques
for cutting, securing, joining and
finishing.
To evaluate the effectiveness of
the product by referring to the
specification and include
consumer feedback in the
evaluation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSukRnxGy
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